See you in Harrogate

THE EXHIBITION
The growth and success of the show had brought about the need for more exhibition space and this year, for the first time Hall D at the Harrogate International Conference Centre has been introduced to cope with the demand. The decision was vindicated immediately with every square metre of floor space being booked. A total of 162 companies will be exhibiting at BTME '96, many taking much larger stands than in previous years and many exhibiting for the first time.

As with last year exhibitors will be issued with light pens so they can note to whom they have been talking by simply scanning the barcoded delegate badges. Coventry Data Services has once again been commissioned by BIGGA to operate this scheme.

Most comprehensive education programme in Europe

The Learning Experience was given a huge boost by a major agreement signed by BIGGA and Ransomes which will ensure that its status as the finest of its type anywhere in Europe is reaffirmed. The agreement, initially for three years but with options beyond that, ensures that considerable opportunities for the development of the Learning Experience in association with Ransomes will be opened up and exploited.

Among the speaker on this year’s National Education Conference, Educational Workshop Programme and Educational Seminar Programme is Dr Joe Vargas Jr.

Dr Vargas has been professor of Botany and Plant Pathology at Michigan State University for the past 25 years where he was involved in teaching and research. He has published over 200 articles on turfgrass diseases and related subjects and spoken at over 1000 conferences throughout the world.

Something for everyone!

National Education Conference
What you can look forward to:
TRANSITION ZONE JULY THROUGH DECEMBER: Stanley Zontek, Director, United States Golf Association Mid Atlantic Region
GRASS SPECIES FOR GOLF: Ian McMillan, Course Manager, Hankley Common Golf Club/Dr A J Newall, STRI
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT: Peter Jones, Peter Jones Associates/Dr C A York, STRI

AN ALGARVIAN EXPERIENCE: Peter Wisbey, Technical Director, Sociedade Do Golfe Da Quinta Do Largo
A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH: Jonathan Hill, Product Manager, Rhône Poulenc
THE BUDGET PROCESS: David Whitaker, Course Manager, Wisley Golf Club
GOLF COURSE CONCEPT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT: Neville Pearson, ADAS
OVERWINTERING IN CANADA: Trevor Smith, Past President, Canadian Golf Superintendents Association
PESTICIDE USAGE SURVEY - PRELIMINARY RESULTS: Dr Alan Gange, University of London and David Garthwaite, Central Science Laboratory
FROM SOIL TO SAND: John Wells, Master Greenkeeper, Course Manager, Brocket Hall
THE TRANSCENDANT RESOURCE FOR ALL SEASONS: David Winterton, Master Greenkeeper, Course Manager, Donnington Grove Country Club

WIEDENMANN TERRA-SPIKE
Simply - beats the rest
Visit us at BTME on Stand A33 and see the superior features of the most advanced deep spiker available

Wiedenmann (UK) Ltd
Stoneybrae, Potterhill, Paisley PA2 7TG
Tel: 0141 884 2552 Fax: 0141 884 6252
At last, a mower that knows the difference between Pebble Beach and St. Andrews!

The Hayter FM514 is a purpose-built 5-gang mower that’s equal to the challenge of any course. Since no two golf courses are the same, the FM is designed to adapt. Unique 26" floating heads follow the ground contours closely for a superb finish.

Ground holding is gentle but firm. Wide front axle, broad tyres and variable weight transfer system give traction with minimum turf or soil damage.

And behind it all is the sheer power of a Kubota 35hp engine. With ‘on-demand’ 4-wheel drive transmission and differential locking you have total mastery.

Call now to arrange a demonstration

Every club should have a professional like this!
Wealth of information is available

MOUNTAIN: Ian Tomlinson, Course Manager, Lausanne Golf Club

ANNUAL BLUEGRASS/BENTGRASS WHICH IS STRONGER? Joe Vargas, Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, Michigan State University.

Workshop 1. Golf Course Design, Construction and Establishment. Presented jointly by BiGGA and the British Institute of Golf Course Architects and hosted by Howard Swan MSc and Simon Gidman BSc, members of the British Institute of Golf Course Architects.


Educational Seminar Programme

THE CANADIAN GOLF SUPERINTENDENTS ASSOCIATION: Trevor Smith, Past President, Canadian Golf Course Superintendents Association


BACK DOWN TO EARTH: Euan Grant, Toro/PGA European Tour Student Greenkeeper of the Year 1994

THE ROLE OF THE UNIONS TODAY: English Golf Union

THE EVOLUTION OF GREENKEEPER TRAINING IN IRELAND: Joe Furlong, Golfing Union of Ireland


ACURATE MODERN WATER SCHEDULING: Peter White, P&D Water Management

LIFELONG LEARNING – OUR FUTURE: Lorraine Hatton, Plan-it Consulting

COMPETITION WINNERS

Paul Compton, First Assistant at South Beds GC, is the lucky winner of our BTME competition. Paul wins a trip to Harrogate for three nights, staying in a top hotel, and entry into all educational seminar sessions.

Second, and winner of a trip to Harrogate, two nights’ accommodation and entry into the educational seminar sessions, is Stephen Hartshorn, Course Manager at Heyrose GC in Cheshire. Third, winning one night’s accommodation and entry into all educational seminar sessions, was Mark Rankin, First Assistant at Portpatrick GC, Dumfries.

There is also an IPM APPROACH TO THE MANAGEMENT OF TURFGRASS DISEASES: Joe Vargas, Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, Michigan State University

WHO TO LOOK OUT FOR AT THE SHOW: SEE PAGES 29-35

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

Professional Planning & Design

High Specification Products

Programmed Installation & Project Management

Technical Support & Maintenance

Reliable Irrigation
A Pipe Dream?

If your irrigation system is working well, that’s fine. If it isn’t or if you are considering a system for the first time, perhaps you should be talking to Omcis. We have a decade of experience in designing and installing automatic sprinkler systems that might just be the answer to your dreams.

Omcis Irrigation (UK) Ltd, Martock, Somerset, TA11 6BU. Tel: 01460 241939
Midlands Office Tel: 01789 414664 Northern Office Tel: 01924 453102
Scotland Office Tel: 01312 202102

Suppliers of irrigation systems for sportground, recreational, amenity and landscape areas.
Job Shop is a new service provided by Greenkeeper International which will give greenkeepers:
* the opportunity to let potential employers know about them for only £19.95

Don't forget to include details of qualifications, experience and perhaps award wins. You can fit approximately 50 words into your advertisement.

Just send your details with a cheque for £19.95 made payable to BIGGA, to Job Shop, BIGGA, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York Y06 2NF

For only £19.95 you get a space this size in the Job Shop section to tell clubs about yourself. The cost includes the use of a confidential box number.

This space could be working for you from only £75 per month.

Call Carol or Louise on 01347 838581
North of Scotland

The Section Autumn outing and AGM took place at Peterhead at the end of October. There was a turnout of 62 with 56 golfing and the results were as follows:


The Autumn Golf event was held at Hadden Hill Golf Club on October 9. Although the number of entries were down on previous years it proved to be a successful tournament. Those who participated enjoyed the day immensely. My thanks to the Golf Club for hosting the event and congratulations to Mike Woods and staff for presenting the course in first class condition. Also thanks to the catering staff for laying on superb food at lunchtime and in the evening.

The day would not be a success without the help of certain trade members who very kindly donate the prizes for the tournament so many thanks to Rodger Bowles, Rigby Taylor, Denis Forrigin, Parker Hart, and Bernie Wall, Statbrite.

Results as follows: Best Overall - Shane Cooke and Steve Lamb (they are now banned for winning two years in a row!), Best A.M. - Carlos Apprecio and Dave Woods. Drive - Geoff Wheeler. Nearest the Pin - Jim Socket, Longest Drive - Geoff Wheeler.

If anybody is interested in taking on NVQ training then contact Martin Gunn, Temple GC. Martin has been appointed NVQ Adviser for our region. He can be contacted by phone on Thursdays between 9.30-4pm on 01628 828541.

Lindsay Anderson

West of Scotland

In the last issue mention was made of a five a side tournament, the event has now been successfully concluded with an excellent response. The day was set for October 19 at the Firhill Complex and 12 teams contested the prizes. A good dry day had been hoped for and we were in luck. Most teams turned out in their colours, full of high spirits (some from the night before). Four clubs qualified for the semi finals East Kilbride with Pollock, Glasgow, Balmore and Souters. Hard lines to Campsie who lost to Souters on goal difference. A hard fought battle was experienced between Souters and Balmore in their semi, with Balmore emerging eventual winners. The other semi saw East Kilbride overcome a tired Glasgow squad, but all credit to them East Kilbride had to produce their best to go through. The final saw East Kilbride beat Balmore in a well contested, clean, skilled exhibition of football. Overall the degree of skill was better than expected but in most cases the fitness was lacking.

Thanks are due to all who competed and especially Cawder for filling in at the last minute. My thanks to the Golf Club for their courtesy and hospitality on the day, particularly Cawder for filling in at the last minute. The Refer-
thinking about going to the BTME at Harrogate get your name down now (details from Elliott Small thinking about going to the BTME at Harrogate get worth making the trip, so see you there. We are just October's magazine).

We had a skittles night in October and as usual it was very poorly attended 21 people which is a disgrace from 150+ members as nearly half of the people were friends or guests, yours truly missed out as I was away on holiday that week so I have got a good excuse, what about the rest of you out there, where were you? If there is no improvement for the next one then it will be another activity to disappear from the East section's calendar, so come on, support us as it is your Section. By the way the people that were there had a great night. Well that's all for this month all I would like to say is from myself and the Committee we would like to wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, see you all in 1996.

Chris Yeaman.

Devon and Cornwall

On the week Roy retired as Head Greenkeeper at St Mellion Golf & Country Club it was fitting that the section held its first meeting of the winter programme at his complex on Wednesday October 25.

With such large numbers of members requesting to play golf for the D O Hunt Trophy over St Mellion's internationally renown Nicklaus course meant that starting times has to be brought forward by an hour to 7.40am. Non golfing members were treated to a guided tour of the course by retiring Head Greenkeeper Roy Battishill which was most informative and included the viewing of Roy's pond! After lunch Don Hunt of Roffeys presented the prizes he had kindly donated for the morning's D O Hunt Stableford competition to: 1st - Steve Worrall, Stover 33pts; 2nd - Chris Bland, Dainton 32pts; 3rd - Steve Forrester, Parke 31pts. Our congratulations and thanks are extended to Robert Brewer and his crew for presenting the course in excellent condition after the growing in period through to stagen.

Our afternoon educational talk was presented by Andrewartha, DGM; P J Flegg, Clive Ralphi, Willcockc; Dave Harrison, SISIS; Allan Stow,Vita; and organiser John Palfrey, Avoncroc, for donating towards the trade's gift. The raffle rounded off a most successful day, with thanks to all the donors and prizes donated to the raffle table. Our thanks to Don Hunt and Roffeys for donating the morning's golf prizes, with thanks also to St Mellion for allowing the section use of their complex for the day and to all of St Mellion's staff.

There are still a few places left on the region's 1996 trip to Harrogate and BTME but you need to hurry as places are going fast. To recap the Westurf-sponsored trip includes return coach travel from your nearest pick up point, three nights B&B and entry to all seminar sessions for only £99 per member, wives are welcome at only £75 which does not include seminar sessions. For more details please contact Gordon Child on 01803 844056.

Wishing you all a Happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year and I will hopefully see you all at Fingle Glen on Wednesday 17th January for our STRI seminar day.

Richard Whynman

Cleveland

Norman Sheddon from Aikens Sportsturf was presented with an inscribed whisky decanter and glasses from Cleveland Section for his kindness and help over the years. He always acts as scorecard marker, and acts more like a friend to all greenkeepers, young and old. His advice and cheerfulness is sound and pleasant. We wish you Norman a happy retirement and our best wishes to both yourself and your有价值。我们祝你新年快乐，希望在新的一年里我们都能以最好的状态面对生活。

In October our first meeting was Norman, talking about fertilisers. He introduced Peter Cotton from Farmura who spoke on the advantages of organics and mechanical aeration and seaweeds. The question asked was how we manage our courses without pesticides as in Germany now.We are encouraged to build up bacterial soil activity. Norman's advice is avoid ammonium nitrate = lush growth, get a balance of organic and inorganics, root acids and soil acids, needed to breakdown fertilisers. IBDU relies on temperature for release of nutrients, controlled release, nutrient resin type shell, coarse temperature and length of time = it lasts longer. For 1 unit of N = 3/4 unit of phosphate. Potash is useful for chlorophyll, colour and strength of plant.

It was nice to see younger members present, and how smart they all looked with collar and tie and jacket on. Well done chaps.

Diedsdale has a young trainee called James Applegarth. Ian Pemberton who passed Phase 4 recently is moving house from Middlesbrough to Bedale. This will save him travelling 60 miles a day. Tony Mears, our Internal Verifier, held our first meeting of Assessors. James Braithwaite from Hallgarth Hotel Golf Club, Darlington, is the Toro/FGA European Tour Student of the Year. Congratulations.

Bruce Burnell.

East Anglian

The "Wells-Go-Far" mailing system finally made it to Norfolk with our invitations and what a great day it was at Royal Cromer GC, some might say "Bootiful". It didn't rain, the course was in great shape thanks to Roger and the lads, and it was one of the best, if not the best turn outs for yorks. Essex men turn up in the charabang which was thoughtfully arranged by Dennis Smith and there wasn't a can of lager or Rotweiller in sight. It was good to see some new faces Dave Ireson,Fenton; Brian Lemmon,Barnham Broom; as well as the old scathisullough especially George Newsome whose cheerful personality is really welcome these days.

David Sego who said to me "I really enjoy the Greenkeepers’ days out". Amen to that Mr Sego, Amen. Paul, incidently, is in Scotland and working hard as usual. Hook-ey-the-nose as they say. I must just mention Steve Millard who did a good job in my absence it’s good to know we’ve got some reserves. Well done.

Did you hear about the lad who did 25 years at the same club got £100 handshake, that’s a penny a day (wow)! Been reading too many nursery rhymes. If this gets in before Christmas have a nice one. If it doesn’t well, hope you had a nice one!

Mick Lathrope.

Sheffield

Firstly, on behalf of the Committee I would like to thank Ron Ullathorne for all the hard work he has done in keeping the Section running smoothly in the past year.

Our thanks go to Mr John Hacker of PSD Agronomy, whose lecture and slide show on golf course construction was enjoyed by 57 of our members at Rotberham Golf Club. If there is anyone interested in taking a spraying course, they should contact our section’s education officer Steve Hurd on 01724 841827 who will give you more information.

Congratulations go to the following people who have taken up new posts recently, Ron Ullathorne, Head Greenkeeper at Hirt Park GC, Jeremy Duffield, Head Greenkeeper at Howley Hall GC and Steve Hird at Priory GC. Finally I wish you all a Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.

John Lax

Northern

The Autumn Tournament was held on Wednesday 25th October at Easingwold GC. The course was in excellent condition and everybody had a very enjoyable day in unpleasant autumnal weather. The winners were: Division 1 - 1st G Potter, 2nd G Hewitt, 3rd R Harris. Division 2 - 1st P Thompson, 2nd A Baxter, 3rd D Collins. Division 3 1st D Cockburn, 2nd L Kirkbright, 3rd K Alderson. Nearest the Pin - L Kirkbright. The Veteran’s Trophy was won by R Smith. 1st Division Aggregate - G Potter, 2nd Division Aggregate - D Collins, 3rd Division Aggregate - D Cockburn. The Associate members’ prize went to A Dyson. After an excellent meal thanks were expressed to the Committee and staff by Secretary Marcus Cordingley, as the Chairman was not present.

I would again like to take this opportunity to wish all Northern Section Members a Happy Christmas and Prosperous New Year.

A Gamble

South West & South Wales Region

Well it looks like another year has gone by and nobody knew where it went, but in spite of some real dry weather in this region, it isn’t so bad.

Before the reminders, I didn’t get round to writing about the Hayter Challenge Tournament. I’m afraid Marion forced me to take her on holiday. I will mention it now. Although we won nothing, taking part was the key to our enjoyment at the West Lancs GC in September. The University was excellent as was the golf course, and it was nice to see Scotland, who have never won before, in such fine fettle. Our congratulations to them. As for our own lads, they were immediately handicapped with a late withdrawal, and had to put up with yours truly playing in the team. I was proud of our lads’ refreshing attitude to the game led by Sean Richards who lives life with a smile on his face, and plays his golf the same way. This seemed to spread throughout the team. The only member who suffered jovular jestism was Trevor, but he is more than able too. Roll on next years.

By the time you read this the yearly Regional Seminar will have gone. More details about that later.

Just a reminder about the trip to BTME, Harrogate - a very few places left. £99 for members, £75 for wives and £125 for non members. Give us a ring on 01803 844056. It just remains to wish all our members, traders, sponsors, helpers and friends a very Happy Christmas and good fortune in the New Year.

Gordon Child

Surrey

The Autumn Tournament was played on October 12th at Home Park GC. Thanks must go to Bill Machin for his efforts on the golf course, thanks also to Home Park for allowing us to use the golf course in their centenary year. Unfortunately the entries were a little sparse but those who entered enjoyed the day. Results are as follows: 1st A Locke Blackmoor GC - 56pts , 2nd R Glazier, Foxhills GC - 54pts on countback, 3rd D Walder, Reigate Heath GC - 54pts . The event was played over 27 holes.

The Huxley Bown this year became an all Foxhill affair. With the final being played over 36 holes the eventual victors were Course Managers and Assistant - Nevil Shade and Terry Ingram beat Head Greenkeepers Dave Wyborn and David Langheim.

The Dinner/Dance had to be cancelled due to lack of support. Again I would like to mention that a trip to Ransoms Ipswich has been proposed for the new year, a coach has been kindly supplied should we get a good response. If you are interested in the visit please contact any of your Committee members so a suitable date can be arranged.

Congratulations go to Robert Brewer upon his appointment of Course Manager at St Mellion and to Euan Grant upon his appointment as First Assistant at Royal Jersey Golf Club.

Position upon the Committee have become vacant anybody within our section interested and have a little time to spare a month please contact Derek Walder on 01737 246088.

The second of our Winter lectures have now been organised for February 12th at Walton Heath Artisans, the lecture is to be given by British Seed Houses 7.30pm. Venues for 1996 are still required for the Autumn Tournament, Parker Salver an Turkey Trot, if interested please contact myself on 01737 832015 after 6pm.

Now the festive season is fast approaching may I take this opportunity to wish all our members on behalf of the Committee a very Happy Christmas and Prosperous New Year.

P.S. Please support us in 1996.

David Gibbs.

Midland

What an interesting 12 months I have had as Midland Section Secretary. Not all of it enjoyable, but on the whole a good experience. I have learnt a lot about the Association and its members, as well as how to type!

I still feel there is a lot of new ways our section can go forward in the future, and try to get more participation from the members organised by the Section and Region.

On October 9, Nick Bennett (Grass Roots Trading), organised a Go-Karting evening. Only 16 Greenkeepers out of the 48, who said they would like to participate, attended. With eight people making up the numbers outside of greenkeeping. A very enjoyable time was had by all.

The event went very well with four heats of six laps each to start with, then three semi-finals of 10 laps with the karts finishing 1st and 2nd in the final. The final was 15 laps with the results as follows: 1st - P Holtman, 2nd - N Dowty, 3rd - K Blake.

I must say that I had a stroke of luck when Nick Bennett slowed down on the last lap, or was it? Many thanks to Nick for organising the evening, and for the buffet and coffee provided, from all who attended. Hopefully, our next evening will be as suc-
cessful and have a few more participants to support our section.

The match between our Section and East Midlands Section was won by East Midlands Section. Congratulations to them. The Section would like to thank Rigby Taylor for its support.

New members to welcome to the Section are as follows: Richard Thwaites, Julian Chesson, Phillip Robbins and John Allen.

Finally can I wish all the members a very Happy Christmas and Prosperous New Year.

Kim Blake

South West Section
Grey skies but a warm welcome awaited us at Saltford GC, venue for this year's Autumn Tournament and Section AGM.

A good attendance of 47 members played in the morning round of golf on a course with some panoramic views of the surrounding countryside. The new course layout certainly had a few people confused as to which hole to play next but most people came in with a completed score card so I assume they negotiated each hole correctly.

Thanks are given to Ian MacFarlane and his staff for their efforts in preparing the course for the day and to Club Captain John Champion for taking time to join us.

Prizegiving followed an enjoyable lunch with Rigby Taylor being the sponsors for the event for the first time this year.

Thanks go to Martin Samuel and Dave Carvey of Rigby Taylor for presenting a superb piece of glassware as the winning trophy, and pieces of Edin- ford GC, venue for this year's Autumn Tournament at Puckrup Hall Hotel and Golf Club on December 14. For those not intending on going I wish you a Happy Christmas and thank you for your support.

Kevin Green

South Coast
Our first Winter meeting was held on Wednesday November 1 and took the form of a quiz night. It was a very disappointing evening as only ten people turned up and the quiz had to be cancelled. We hope to hold it at a later date. A lot of effort goes into the organisation of these events, so if members don't support them they will not survive. So will you all please note that we have a visit to Hudleys Grass Machinery on Thursday January 11 at 2pm and we hope that as many members as possible will attend.

Congratulations go the Alan Mitchell and Ed McCabe on gaining their D32 and D33 assessor certificates.

Also to Ed McCabe for reaching the finals of the Miracle Professional Greenkeeper of the Year Award. We wish him luck.

On Tuesday October 24 an afternoon lecture was held by the GTC at Sparsholt College and was well attended. The subject was NVQs and the need for industry assessors.

Anyone wishing to become an assessor should contact David Golding at the GTC. Also I would like to hear from any members going to BTME by coach from Bristol. If there is enough interest we may hire a mini-bus to get us to Bristol, please contact me on 01722 330277.

Jeff Drake

Mid Anglia
Our Autumn Tournament was held on October 26 at Brocket Hall GC. An 18 hole Stableford was held in the morning followed by lunch and the AGM in the afternoon. By all accounts the course was in excellent condition so thanks to John Wells and his team for preparing the course so well, and to all the catering staff who served up a superb meal and looked after us so well.

Thanks as well to David Murphy and his company Driving Force Leisure for kindly sponsoring the prize table. Other representatives also attended and donated prizes for the raffle, so thanks to them. It's much appreciated.

The results of the golf competition were as follows: 1. Lee Murdoch, Woburn, 43 pts; 2. Richard Saunders, St Neots, 38 pts; 3. Rupert Lawrence, Berkhamsted, 38 pts. Longest Drive, Jim Burton, St Neots; Nearest the Pin, Mike Franklin, Trade. Congratulations to all winners.

It was disappointing to note that three members who entered failed to turn up on the day or to tell anyone that they could not make it.

I would also like to remind all members that no telephone entries will be permitted for golf tournaments. Entry is acceptable only by using the appropriate form.

Some other presentations were made at Brocket Hall – to Robert Pearce, Mark Ellis and Mark Whitel for winning the Jubilee Cup at the National Tournament and to the finalists of the Lodgeway Tournament, John Wells, Jon Moorhouse, Rupert Lawrence and Eddie Thompson.

The AGM followed the prize giving where the secretary, treasurer and Match Secretary all gave their various reports.

It was noted that the Mid Anglia Section now has 270 members in total which again is an increase in numbers. Richard gave a brief report on all the competitions held throughout the year and it was pleasing to note that both matches arranged against other sections were won.

John Wells submitted a balance sheet, which showed our main purchase – a computer which has helped a lot in the smooth running of the section.

The following officers were elected: Chairman, Chris Brook; Vice Chairman, Stewart Boyce; Treasurer, John Wells; Secretary, Gerald Bruce; Fixtures Secretary, Richard Saunders; Handicap Secretary, Ronan McKeown; Regional Representative, Paul Lockett.

Mark Ellis was also voted onto the committee as an additional member.

Avoncrop Amenity Products have agreed to sponsor the annual Christmas Tournament and our thanks to Golf and Turf Equipment for sponsoring our Fixture Card.

Finally I would like to wish all members a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year and I look forward to seeing you in Harrogate next year.

Paul Lockett
A selection of some of the exhibitors at BTME 96. Full catalogue next month.

ALLEN POWER EQUIPMENT LTD

On stand A26 at the 1996 BTME show, Allen Power Equipment will be exhibiting their range of Power Equipment specifically aimed at the golf club market.

The popular Allen National 68’ Triple Mower will be shown along with the range of Walkover Sprayers, now a standard part of the greenkeepers armoury. Walkover sprayers are used daily for the application of liquid fertilisers and herbicides. They are available in push or towed configuration, and the gear pump and marker wheels ensure unsurpassable accuracy.

Zenoah Brush and hedgecutters and Allen Hover mowers including the model 218St, 18” cut powered by the Suzuki M120X two stroke 120cc engine will also be seen.

Launched at the show will be the new “Wheeltrim Pro”. A wheeled trimmer manufactured by Allen Power Equipment featuring the Ship 138cc engine and big 14” wheels.

Stand No. A14

This exhibit will feature Echo Power Equipment now distributed in the UK by Allen Power Equipment. A representative of the comprehensive Echo line up of Brushcutters from 21cc - 46cc will be shown along with the hand held and Back Pack Blowers.

Chainsaws and hedgecutters including the new 40” model and the HCA2400 extended handle machine, ideal for those really tall hedges, will be seen for the first time at Harrogate.

AMENITY TECHNOLOGY

Amenity Technology is once again pleased to be on stand C40 at the BTME. This year we have pleasure in exhibiting old favourites such as Define, Greenlawnger, Lake Colourant, Moisture Smart, Bout Marker, Hand Cleaner and Shakedown Antifoam. Alongside these you will find the Golf Hole Indicator, Metterite Soil Test Kit, The Drencher Gun Hose end applicator as well as an improved HIO hole cutter. The HIO USA. Hot on the heels of our SALTEX launch of the ROOTS2 range of micronutrient formulation that enhances fine turf growth and stress tolerance.

BLENDSCAPING EQUIPMENT CO LTD

BLEC is expanding its range of turf care equipment for 1996 with the launch of two new overseeders at this years BIGGA exhibition. The first is a pedestrian controlled seeder for fine turf areas. The second is tractor linkage or towed drawbar overseeder for work on fairways.

On display will be a selection of over-seeders and top dressers including the unique pro-seed machine. Also for 1996 BLEC are expanding their hire fleet to accommodate the growing demand in this sector of the market. The BLEC team look forward to seeing you all again at BTME.

BOURNE AMENITY

Bourne Amenity and Tilcon Ltd are jointly exhibiting at this year’s BTME. Bourne Amenity is a major producer in the South of topdressing and rootzones and are representing Tilcon with the promotion of Dunlop Sports Sand. Bourne Amenity will also be promoting its range of amenity services including sportsfield construction, drainage design and installation and winter pitch re-instatement. Dick Reid, Bourne Amenity’s drainage expert will be available at Harrogate to offer any help and advice.

CHARTERHOUSE TURF MACHINERY LTD

Charterhouse Turf Machinery on Stand A18 has some exciting developments on display. The verti-Drain has become the turf manager’s ally in the fight against compaction and the latest model will be on show. The Turf Tidy, launched at BTME last year will again be on show, as will the Greens Dress III top dresser. Charterhouse Turf Machinery is promising more new products in the coming year making the stand one which should not be missed by grounds managers and greenkeepers. Sales Director Philip Threadgold and his team look forward to meeting established and new customers.

CMW EQUIPMENT CO

CMW will be exhibiting the tool that has taken the greenkeeping profession by storm - “Big Dewie” if you have not got one you need to visit stand A21 to investigate further. Also on show will be new cast alloy ball cleaners. Straight plunger and spiral plunger available. As always, from CMW, competitively priced. As well as the extensive range of golf course furniture manufactured by CMW we will also be exhibiting our increasingly popular range of personalised and general workwear, specifically selected for greenkeepers.

FOX CONTRACTING (OWMBY) LTD

Fox Contracting (Owmby) Limited, the Construction Division of the Fox Group of Companies was founded in 1991 and today has a turnover in excess of £9 million. Since its formation, Fox